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Abstract. In crowd counting datasets, the location labels are costly,
yet, they are not taken into the evaluation metrics. Besides, existing
multi-task approaches employ high-level tasks to improve counting accuracy. This research tendency increases the demand for more annotations.
In this paper, we propose a weakly-supervised counting network, which
directly regresses the crowd numbers without the location supervision.
Moreover, we train the network to count by exploiting the relationship
among the images. We propose a soft-label sorting network along with
the counting network, which sorts the given images by their crowd numbers. The sorting network drives the shared backbone CNN model to obtain density-sensitive ability explicitly. Therefore, the proposed method
improves the counting accuracy by utilizing the information hidden in
crowd numbers, rather than learning from extra labels, such as locations and perspectives. We evaluate our proposed method on three crowd
counting datasets, and the performance of our method plays favorably
against the fully supervised state-of-the-art approaches.
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Introduction

Counting objects is a hot topic in computer vision because of its wide applications in many areas. Significant effort has been devoted to this task [34, 15,
18, 38, 30, 2, 21, 11]. These approaches either employ a detection framework [18,
22] or a regression framework [34, 15, 18]. However, in congested scenes, there
are many occlusions, and it is difficult for the detection approaches to recognize the person. Therefore, the density estimation based methods [34, 15, 18], in
particular, have received increasing research focus.
However, there are still several drawbacks. Firstly, the annotations of the
crowd counting are generally expensive. The existing counting datasets [46, 45,
3, 9] provide the location of each instance to train the counting networks, while
in the evaluation stage, these location labels are not taken into account, and the
performance metrics only evaluate the estimation accuracy of the crowd number.
?
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In fact, without the demand for locations, the crowd numbers can be obtained
in other economical ways. For instance, with an already collected dataset, the
crowd numbers can be obtained by gathering the environmental information,
e.g., detection of disturbances in spaces, or estimation of the number of moving
crowds. Chan et al. [3] segment the scene by crowd motions and estimate the
crowd number by calculating the area of the segmented regions. To collect a
novel counting dataset, we can employ sensor technology to obtain the crowd
number in constrained scenes, such as mobile crowd sensing technology [10].
Moreover, Sheng et al. [35] propose a GPS-less energy-efficient sensing scheduling to acquire the crowd number more economically. On the other hand, several
approaches [17, 4, 14, 23] prove that, in the estimated results, there is no tight
bond between the crowd number and the location. Finally, in the existing multitask approaches, high level tasks are employed to improve the counting accuracy,
for instance, tracking [23], detection [18, 22], segmentation [37, 47], localization [25, 17], depth prediction [47] and scene analysis [20, 36, 45, 44, 19]. This
research tendency increases the demand for more annotations.
In this work, we propose a weakly-supervised framework to directly regress
the crowd number without the supervision of location labels. To our best knowledge, we are the first to train a counting network without location supervision.
Moreover, we train the network to count by exploiting the relationship among
the images. We propose an end-to-end trainable soft-label sorting network along
with the counting network, which sorts the given images by their crowd numbers.
The sorting network drives the shared backbone CNN model to obtain densitysensitive ability explicitly. Therefore, the proposed method improves the counting accuracy by utilizing the relationship among crowd numbers, rather than
learning from extra labels, such as locations and perspectives. More concretely,
the proposed sorting network processes several images and employs a soft-sort
layer to generate dense order matrixes. The previous sorting works [16, 8, 6] employ hard-labels to train the sorting network, for instance, one-hot vectors [16, 8]
or indexes which are real integers [6]. However, we find that hard-labels are incapable of capturing the complexity of sorting task. As the candidates may have
limited variations or even have the same values, the hard-labels introduce ambiguous supervision to the training stage. Therefore, we propose an informative
soft-label, which introduces the Rayleigh distribution to characterize the sorting complexity. The proposed soft-labels have high entropy. They provide much
more information per training case than hard-labels and much less variance in
the gradient between training cases.
The main contributions of our method are summarized as follows:
– We propose a weakly-supervised counting network, which directly regresses
the crowd number without the supervision of location labels.
– We propose a soft-label sorting network to facilitate the counting task, which
sorts the images by their crowd numbers. The proposed framework improves
the counting task without extra labels, especially costly semantic labels.
– The proposed weakly-supervised approach plays favorably against fully supervised state-of-the-art approaches on three datasets.
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Related Work
Density Estimation Based Methods

The counting datasets provide a location label for each person. The fully supervised density estimation based methods have to generate density maps with
various strategies. Several approaches [46, 15] coarsely estimate the instance
scales by the interval distances and employ Gaussian kernels with various scales
to represent the objects. Wan et al. [41] propose a network to adaptively generate density maps, and train the generative network with the regression network.
The obtained density maps are better recognized by the counting network. However, as proved by several approaches [17, 4, 14, 23], in the estimated density
maps, there is no tight bond between the crowd number and the location. In the
scenes with large perspective distortions, regardless of the low regression errors,
dense-crowd regions are usually underestimated, while sparse-crowd regions are
overestimated. Du et al. [23] prove a similar phenomenon in the scenes with
limited scale variations.
The existing approaches employ various strategies to improve counting accuracy. Several approaches employ multiple receptive fields to evaluate the instances with various scales. To obtain the multiple receptive fields, Zhang et al.
[46], Deb et al. [7] and Sam et al. [29] employ multi-column networks; several
approaches [2, 13, 19] utilize inception blocks. Besides changing the convolution
kernels, a deep network can also obtain various receptive fields from its different
layers. Several counting approaches [34, 2, 20, 13] utilize similar architectures
with U-net [28]. However, Li et al. [15] prove that the multiple receptive fields
deliver similar results. Moreover, several methods employ extra supervision to
improve evaluation accuracy. For instance, Liu et al. [20], Shi et al. [36], Yan
et al. [44] and Zhang et al. [45] employ perspective maps to smooth the final
density maps. However, the perspective maps are delivered from extra annotations. Besides, the existing multi-task approaches utilize high-level tasks to
improve the estimation accuracy, for instance, tracking [23], detection [18, 22],
segmentation [37, 47], localization [25, 17], and depth prediction [47]. These
multi-task approaches boost the counting task with extra semantic labels.
In this work, we propose a weakly-supervised counting approach, which is
trained without location labels. Moreover, we propose a soft-label sorting network to improve the counting accuracy, which sorts the images with various
crowd numbers. The proposed framework improves the counting task without
extra labels, especially costly semantic labels.
2.2

Methods Dealing with the Lack of Labelled Data

Several approaches are proposed to relieve the expensive labeling work in crowd
counting. One of the most relevant works for our method is L2R [21], which
facilitates the counting task by ranking the image patches. However, L2R is
fully supervised by using the location labels. Moreover, the ranking network only
operates on the image patch and one of its sub-patches. Our proposed network is
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trained without location labels. Besides, the sorting network processes the whole
image, and the number of the candidate images are not fixed.
Wang et al. [42] generate synthetic crowd scenes and simultaneously annotate them. The proposed network is pre-trained on the synthetic dataset and
then fine-tuned with real data. Although, this approach improves the counting
performance with less expensive labels. Labeling the real data is still expensive
and challenging. Loy et al. [24] employ active learning to label more representative frames of the videos. This strategy efficiently releases the laborious work.
However, it only works on the video counting task, where the video data are
assumed to lie along a low-dimensional manifold. Sam et al. [31] pre-train the
feature extractor with several restricted Boltzmann machines progressively in an
unsupervised way, but the training of the top regression layers is fully-supervised.
Out of these mentioned approaches, only our method and Loy et al. [24]
employ fewer labels to train the networks. Still, only our approach trains the
network without the supervision of locations.
2.3

Learning from Sorting

Sorting is used pervasively in machine learning. However, it is also a poor match
for the differentiable pipelines of deep learning. Currently, several approaches
combine the sorting layers with deep networks. Several works [26, 33, 43] encode
the permutations into indexes and train the network to regress the index. While
others algorithms [16, 8, 6] propose differentiable operators to directly regress
the order.
Several self-supervised approaches employ a sorting task to pre-train the feature extractor. Noroozi et al. [26] first propose a self-supervised network to learn
a feature domain by solving Jigsaw puzzles. Inspired by this work, Sermanet et
al. [33] propose a similar framework to sort the shuffled video frames, and the
learned features are used as video representation. Xu et al. [43] also learn video
representations by sorting shuffled frames. However, they employ video clips
rather than single frames to train the network. These approaches have several
restrictions. Firstly, they employ indexes to represent all the possible permutations and train the network to regress the index. This strategy reduces the
information embedded in the supervision labels. For example, in [26], there are
9 elements to sort and the number of possible permutations is 9!=362,880. The
massive numbers inhibit the methods to sort more elements; for instance, Xu
et al. [43] restrict the number of clips between 2 to 5. Moreover, with the casual encoding strategy, a slight variation between two permutations may cause a
dramatic difference in their indexes. Therefore, sorting networks cannot learn a
representation efficiently. Otherwise, the feature extractors are pre-trained. Our
proposed method employs a dense order matrix to capture the possible permutations and end-to-end trains the sorting network with the counting network.
On the other hand, several approaches propose differentiable soft-sort methods to tackle these issues. Sinkhorn distance [5] has been initially proposed
to tackle optimal transportation, while Linderman et al. [16] employ it to address sorting issues. Grover et al. [8] propose an attractive task, which sorts n
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numbers between 0 and 9999 given as four concatenated MNIST images. They
also propose a differentiable neural sort method to tackle this task. Based on
the Sinkhorn method, Cuturi et al. [6] further propose a differentiable soft-sort
algorithm, which directly generates the sort and rank indexes of a vector. However, these approaches employ hard-labels to train the network, and this leads
to the loss of valuable information.
In this paper, instead of pre-training a feature extractor, we train the sorting
network with counting network in an end-to-end manner. In the final layer, we
also employ a differentiable soft-sort operator to generate dense order matrixes.
Moreover, we propose an informative soft-label to train the sorting network.

3

Method

In this paper, we propose a weakly-supervised counting approach, which does not
rely on location supervision for training. Besides, to improve the counting task,
we exploit the relationship among images. We propose a novel soft-label sorting
network along with the regression network, which sorts the images by their
various crowd numbers. Both the regression network and the sorting network
share a same backbone, and both networks are end-to-end trained. As both
networks estimate the crowd numbers of the given images, they promote each
other without extra labels, such as location and perspective.
More concretely, the regression network employs several adaptive pooling
layers to formulate a pyramidal feature vector. Besides, the sorting network employs a network to formulate the comparison and uses a differentiable soft-sort
layer to generate dense order predictions. Moreover, to train the network effectively, we propose soft-labels, which have high entropy and provide much more
information. The soft-labels employ the Rayleigh distribution to characterize the
complexity of sorting tasks. We will elaborate on the details of the regression
network, the sorting network, and the training method in the following subsections.
3.1

Regression Network

As shown in Fig. 1, the regression network directly regresses the crowd number
from the whole frame. Moreover, the front-end of the network, which delivers
the pyramidal feature vector, is shared with the sorting network.
In the front-end network, we first employ the first 13 layers of VGG-16 [39]
as the backbone of our network, similar to previous methods [1, 32, 40, 15]. The
front-end is marked as Gb (γ), where γ stands for the parameters, and the output
size is 1/8 of the original input size. Then the front-end network regresses a single
channel density map based on the extracted features, which is formulated as:
fd = Fd (Gb (x, γ), ζ),
1W H

(1)

where fd ∈ R
represents the estimated density map, W, H are the width and
height of the feature map respectively. Moreover, Fd (·) denotes the convolution
operation, and ζ stands for the parameters of the convolution layers.
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Density Map
Pyramidal
Feature Vector
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Fig. 1. Framework of the regression network, which contains a shared front-end and a
back-end to regress the crowd number.

The network needs the front-end to be sensitive to both the densities of the
local and global crowds. Therefore, we propose to use adaptive pooling layers,
denoted as P, to extract a pyramidal feature vector from fd . The adaptive pooling layers consist of global sub-cluster layers and local sub-cluster layers. Each
i,S(i)
global sub-cluster layer is denoted as PG , which employs an adaptive average
pooling with a high sampling rate S(i) to integrate the global information. Here,
i ∈ {1, · · · , N }, N is the number of the global sub-cluster layers. Besides, each
j,S(j+N )
local sub-cluster layer is denoted as PL
, which employs an adaptive max
pooling with a lower sampling rate S(j + N ) to extract the most discriminative
features. Here, j ∈ {1, · · · , T − N }, T is the total number of the pooling layers. The sampling rates of these pooling layers belong to the sampling rate set,
which is denoted as S. We concatenate the outputs of adaptive pooling layers to
formulate the pyramidal feature vector:
fpf v = P(fd , S).

(2)

The back-end of the regression network employs several fully-connected layers
to predict the crowd number:
c = Fr (fpf v , ψ),

(3)

where c is the predicted crowd number, and Fr (·) stands for the regression layers
with parameters ψ.
3.2

Sorting Network

To process multi-frames, the sorting network employs a multi-branch network to
extract the pyramidal feature vectors. Each branch is shared with the regression
network, while all the branches share the same parameters. The multi-branch
network is formulated as Gs (ω), and the pyramidal feature vectors are denoted
1
2
K
as {fpf
v , fpf v , · · · , fpf v }. Here, ω represents the shared parameters, and K is
the number of the given images.
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Fig. 2. Framework of the sorting network, which contains several branches to extract
the pyramidal feature vectors and a comparing network to regress the order features.
The Sinkhorn layer transfers the order feature to an order matrix. We employ the
proposed soft-labels to train the sorting network.

The sorting network then utilizes a comparing network to regress the order
feature. The comparing network first organizes K(K − 1)/2 non-repeating tuples, each of which has two elements. Then the network calculates the difference
j
i
ij
= fpf
between each pair: fm
v − fpf v , and concatenates the difference features:
K−1,K
2K
24
23
1K
12
13
, where || denotes the
· · · ||fm
|| · · · ||fm
||fm
||fm
|| · · · ||fm
fdif f = fm
||fm
concatenation operation. Finally, the sorting network regresses the order feature
of the given images. The order feature is formulated as fo , where fo ∈ RK .
We employ the Sinkhorn layer [5] to transfer fo into an order matrix P,
where Pij is the probability that the i-th element is ordered in j, and P ∈ RKK .
More importantly, we propose a soft-label to characterize the complexity of the
sorting task, which is more informative than the hard-label. We elaborate on
this in the following subsections.

Sinkhorn Operator The Sinkhorn method is proposed to solve the optimal
transportation issue. After several iterations, it generates a matrix to capture
the transportation probabilities between two distributions. As the method is
differentiable, recently, it has been combined with the deep networks to solve
the sorting problems.
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In the proposed sorting network, we employ a Sinkhorn layer to generate the
transportation matrix between the order feature fo and the order vector yo . In
the Sinkhorn layer, we first initialize the transportation matrix P by:


|foi − yoj |
Pij = exp −
,
(4)

where,  is a control factor. In the iterations, the P is updated as:
1
1
v= >
,
u=
,
(5)
P uK
PvK
where u = 1K . The iterations stop when ∆(vP> u, 1K /K) < η. The max iteration number l is depend on : typically, the smaller , the larger l is needed to
ensure that vP> u is close to 1K /K.
Soft-Label To train the sorting network, we transfer the permutation σ to the
ground truth transportation matrix PGT . Previous works generate a hard label,
where PGT (i, σ(i)) = 1. However, the sorting task is complex, and the hardlabels are unable to cover all the situations. For instance, there may be several
candidates with similar or even identical values. Therefore, we propose softlabels with high entropy to capture transportation probabilities. They provide
not only much more information per training case than hard-labels but also
much less variance in the gradient between training cases.
The soft-labels introduce the Rayleigh distribution to capture the relations
between one element and its neighbors in the permutation. We denote the differences between one element and its neighbours in permutation as ∆i+1 , ∆i−1 ,
where ∆i+1 = |cσ(i) − cσ(i)+1 |. We set a threshold, which is denoted as ∆thr , as
the sensitivity of the network. If the difference between the two elements is less
than the threshold, the network considers them as being similar instances. The
elements of the transportation matrix are calculated as:
−(h(j)+µ)2
b GT (i, σ(i) + j) = (h(j) + µ) e 2σ2 , j ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
P
(6)
2
σ
To ensure the correct calculation in the edges, before calculating each element, we
pad the matrix, and then crop it after calculations. The rate of both operations
is 1.
The µ, σ, h(x) are determined by the differences between neighbours in permutation:

µ = 1, σ = 0.5, h(x) = x; ∆i+1 > ∆thr , ∆i−1 > ∆thr ,



µ = 1, σ = 1.0, h(x) = x; ∆
i+1 6 ∆thr , ∆i−1 > ∆thr ,
(7)

µ = 1, σ = 1.0, h(x) = −x; ∆i+1 > ∆thr , ∆i−1 6 ∆thr ,



µ = 2, σ = 2.0, h(x) = x; ∆i+1 6 ∆thr , ∆i−1 6 ∆thr .

Finally, we obtain the soft-label transportation matrix PGT by normalizing
GT
b
P :
b GT (i, σ(j))
P
PGT (i, σ(j)) = PK
(8)
b GT (i, σ(j))
P
j=1
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Training Method

We use a straightforward way to train both the regression network and the
sorting network as an end-to-end structure. The first 10 convolutional layers are
fine-tuned from a pre-trained VGG-16. For the other layers, the initial values
come from a Gaussian initialization with 0.01 standard deviation. Stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) is applied with a fixed learning rate.
While training on the image dataset and the video dataset, we employ various sampling strategies. This is because the video surveillance scene pays more
attention to the variation of pedestrian flow in a constrained scene. With the
image dataset, we randomly select images from the dataset and train the network with their crowd numbers. With the video dataset, we first randomly select
the video fragments of the same scene. We then randomly choose images within
these clips.
We utilize MSE loss to train the regression network:
n

Lr =

1 X GT
(c − ci )2 ,
n i=1 i

(9)

where cGT
is the ground truth crowd number of i-th image.
i
We employ the cross-entropy loss to supervise the sorting network:
K K
1 X X GT
Ls = − 2
(P
log(Pij ) + (1 − PGT
ij ) log(1 − Pij )).
K i=1 j=1 ij

(10)

The total loss is formulated as: Ltotal = Lr + ξ Ls , where ξ is a scalar to
balance the two losses.

4

Experiments

We evaluate our approach on three datasets: WorldExpo10 [12], UCSD [3], and
ShanghaiTech [46]. In this section, we first provide the implementation details
and evaluation metrics. We then evaluate and compare our method with the
previous fully-supervised state-of-the-art approaches [46, 2, 15, 27, 19, 13] on all
these datasets. In the last subsection, we present ablation study results on the
WorldExpo10 dataset.
4.1

Implementation Details

To avoid over-fitting, we employ dropout layers in the fully-connected layers of
both the regression network and sorting network. The ratio of dropout is 0.5. In
the regression network, we set the sampling rate set as S = {{1, 2}Avg ,
{8, 16, 32}M ax }. As the order feature fo ∈ RK , the sorting network employs
different regression networks while sorting the various number of candidates.
However, we organize each sorting network with the same structure. In the evaluate and compare subsection, we report the regression results of the proposed
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Table 1. The evaluation results on WorldExpo10, UCSD, and ShanghaiTech datasets.
SHA represents ShanghaiTech Part A, while SHB represents ShanghaiTech Part B.
The results reported on WorldExpo10 are only evaluated with the MAE metric.
Label
WorldExpo10
Method
Location Crowd Number Sce.1 Sce.2 Sce.3 Sce.4 Sce.5
MCMM [46]
X
X
3.4 20.6 12.9 13.0 8.1
SANet [2]
X
X
2.6 13.2 9.0 13.3 3.0
CSRNet [15]
X
X
2.9 11.5 8.6 16.6 3.4
X
X
2.6 16.1 10.15 20.2 7.6
IG-CNN [27]
TEDnet [13]
X
X
2.3 10.1 11.3 13.8 2.6
ADCrowdNet [19]
X
X
1.6 15.8 11.0 10.9 3.2
Ours
X
3.5 13.2 12.4 13.5 5.4

Avg.
11.6
8.2
8.6
11.3
8.0
8.5
9.6

UCSD
MAE MSE
1.07 1.35
1.02 1.29
1.16 1.47
0.98 1.25
1.8 2.8

SHA
MAE MSE
110.2 173.2
67.0 104.5
68.2 115.0
72.5 118.2
64.2 109.1
63.2 98.9
104.6 145.2

SHB
MAE MSE
26.4 41.3
8.4 13.6
10.6 16.0
13.6 21.1
8.2 12.8
8.2 15.7
12.3 21.2

method, and the candidate number K is 3. In the ablation study subsection, we
report the results of sorting the various number of candidates. In the Sinkhorn
layer, we set  as 1e-1, and η as 1e-3. When generating the soft-label, we set
∆thr as 5.0. In the training stage, the learning rate is set to 1e-7, the ξ is set to
1e2, and the batch size is set to 10.
4.2

Evaluation Metrics

Similar to Sam et al. [30], we use the MAE and the MSE for evaluation:
MAE =

N
1 X
ci − cGT
,
i
N i=1

v
u
N
u1 X
2
MSE = t
,
ci − cGT
i
N i=1

(11)

(12)

where N is the number of images in one test set, and cGT
i is the ground-truth
crowd number.
4.3

Evaluation and Comparison

WorldExpo10 [46] is a video counting dataset. The training set has 3,380
videos in 106 scenes, in which 3,380 frames are labeled with point labels. Besides, the testing set has 5 videos in 5 scenes, and 600 frames are labeled. In
each training clip, we randomly select 3 videos with the same scene to ensure
that the crowd numbers of chosen images have enough diversity. We list the
result comparisons of MAE in Table 1, where our method achieves 9.6 average
MAE. Without location supervision, our method plays favorably against the
fully-supervised approaches. We visualize the density maps delivered from the
internal layer and show a successful example in Fig. 3 (a), where the regression results have low errors. Moreover, the predicted orders are correct, and each
prediction has high confidence. When processing the image clip in Fig. 3 (b), although the regression network delivers accurate estimations, the sorting network
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Crowd Number: 53
Order: 1
Probability: 1.0

MAE: 0.21
Order: 1
Probability: 0.82

Crowd Number: 126
Order: 2
Probability: 1.0

Crowd Number: 40
Order: 0
Probability: 1.0

MAE: 17.30
Order: 2
Probability: 0.92

MAE: 1.54
Order: 0
Probability: 0.86
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a)

Crowd Number: 22
Order: 1
Probability: 0.39

Crowd Number: 21
Order: 0
Probability: 0.69

Crowd Number: 23
Order: 2
Probability: 0.69

MAE: 5.21
Order: 2

MAE: 2.45
Order: 1
Probability: 0.64

MAE: 1.67
Order: 0
Probability: 0.46

Probability: 0.72

b)

Fig. 3. In the upper row of each example, each image is labeled with its crowd number.
Moreover, it is labeled with the order in the tuple and the corresponding probability.
In the lower row of each example, we report the MAE of each estimation, and the
predicted order with corresponding probability.

encounters a failure. This is because the images have similar crowd numbers. The
experiments prove that the proposed counting network can accurately estimate
the crowd numbers without location supervision. Moreover, the sorting network
is capable of sorting the image clips.
UCSD [3] contains 2,000 frames which are captured by surveillance cameras,
and the frames have the same perspective. The comparison between existing
approaches and our method is summarized in Table 1. Proved by the results
on UCSD and WorldExpo10 datasets, our method overall performs comparably
with the fully-supervised approaches in the video surveillance scene.
ShanghaiTech [45] is an image counting dataset. There are 1,198 images with
different perspectives and resolutions. This dataset has two parts named Part A
and Part B. We report the comparison between our method and state-of-arts in
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Table 2. We conduct experiments to verify the efficiency of proposed framework and
soft-label on WorldExpo10.
Sorting
Network
X
X
X

Regression
Network
X
X
X

Sorting
Accuracy(%)
50.6
20.1
13.2
89.1
9.6
78.2

Soft-Label MAE
X
X
X

Table 1. Compared with the supervised approaches, our method achieves comparable performance on Part B. While in Part A, our method has a particular
gap with other methods. As there is a significant gap between the crowd number
distributions of testing set and training set of Part A. More concretely, in the
testing set, the mean and standard variance are 354.7 and 433.9, while in the
training set, the mean and standard variance are 505.3 and 542.4. On the contrary, the crowd numbers in both sub-sets of Part B have a similar distribution.
In the testing set, the mean and standard variance are 95.3 and 124.1, while in
the training set, the mean and standard variance are 94.0 and 123.2. The nonlinear regression network can not solve the unbalance distributions of dataset
only with the crowd number labels, and needs more powerful supervision, for
instance, the location and perspective labels.
4.4

Ablation Study

In this section, we conduct several experiments to study the effect of different
aspects of our method on WorldExpo10 and show the results in Table 2 and
Table 3. In the first part, we conduct experiments to verify the dependency
between the sorting and regression tasks. In the second part, we experiment to
verify the efficiency of the proposed soft-label. While in the last part, we test
several modifications to the proposed method.
Only Sorting and Only Regression To verify the dependency between the
sorting and regression networks, we train the two networks separately and report
the results in Table 2. When we train the sorting network alone, the sorting
accuracy decreases by 35.3%. While we train the regression network alone, the
regression accuracy decreases by 109.4%. The experiments demonstrate that the
two tasks can promote each other. This is because the two tasks both estimate
the crowd numbers and are closely related.
Soft-Label and Hard-Label We employ the hard-label to train the proposed
framework and report the results in Table 2. Each line of the hard-label is a
one-hot vector. The sorting accuracy obtains 13.4% improvement, while the performance of counting task drops by 28.1%. This is because soft-labels have high
entropy, and it is hard for the sorting network to predict accurate transportation probabilities. However, the soft-labels also contain much more information.
Thus, they facilitate the counting task to improve performance.
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Table 3. We evaluate several modifications to the proposed method, and report the
results on WorldExpo10.
Backbone
R3D
VGG
VGG
VGG
VGG

Pooling
Frame
Cluster
Number
MAx & Avg
3
Avg
3
MAx & Avg
4
MAx & Avg
5
MAx & Avg
3

Crowd Number: 145

MAE
10.1
11.4
12.5
13.1
9.6

Sorting
Accuracy(%)
72.2
58.5
30.1
16.3
78.2

MAE: 0.32

Fig. 4. In the left image, we show an example frame and label its crowd number. While
in the right image, we show the corresponding density map, which is an internal feature
map of the network. Moreover, we label the density map with the estimation error.

Different Backbones When evaluating on the video datasets, we employ images and clips to train the network, respectively. Each video clip contains 5
frames, which are sampled every 10 frames. To process the video clips, we employ the R3D network [43] as the backbone, which uses 3D convolutional layers
and residual connections. The R3D network obtains improvements on several
tasks, for instance, action recognition. However, as shown in Table 3, the performance of the modified method drops by 5.2%. The experiments show that the
time dimension has a limited influence on the counting results. In the counting
dataset, there is no regular pattern for the crowd movement. Therefore, the 3D
convolutional layers extract less discriminative features.

Different Frames Numbers We employ various numbers of frames to train
the sorting network and report the results in Table 3. As mentioned above, the
regression networks of the candidate sorting networks have various structures.
However, regression networks have the same structure. The sorting task is more
difficult while sorting more candidates. For instance, when sorting 3 images, a
randomly guess has a probability of 1/6 to be right, while sorting 5 images,
the right probability drops to 1/120. Therefore, the sorting accuracies of 4candidates network and 5-candidates decrease by 61.5% and 79.1%, respectively.
The regression accuracies of the two networks drop by 30.2% and 36.4%. This
phenomenon affirms that more accurate sorting facilitates the counting task
more. However, the regression accuracies of both candidates are still higher than
that of the one without the assistant of sorting network.
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Different Sampling Methods In the counting network, we employ various
pooling cluster operations to extract the features. The candidate method employs
the same sampling rates, yet all the layers use adaptive average pooling layers.
The performance of the modified network drops by 18.8%. This result suggests
that max-pooling layers are more efficient while extracting the local features. In
Fig. 4, we show an example, which is an internal density map delivered from the
proposed method. As the density map is noisy, the max-pooling layers extract
most discriminative features. Meanwhile, the internal feature map is not supervised by the artificial density maps. Therefore, the responses of this density map
are not ideal Gaussian signals. The obtained density map maintains the original
semantic information. This phenomenon affirms that without the demand for
regressing the instance locations with Gaussian kernels, the counting network
concentrates on regressing the crowd number. Therefore, the weakly-supervised
crowd counting is a promising research tendency.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a weakly-supervised counting method, which is trained
without location supervision. Moreover, we exploit the relationship among the
images to improve the counting accuracy. We propose a novel soft-label sorting
network along with the counting network, which sorts the given images by their
crowd numbers. We train end-to-end both the sorting network and the regression network. During training, the sorting network drives the shared backbone
CNN model to obtain density-sensitive ability explicitly. Therefore, the proposed
method improves the counting accuracy by using the information among crowd
numbers, rather than learning from extra labels. In the proposed sorting network,
we propose a more informative soft-label to capture the complexity of the sorting task. We conduct experiments on three datasets and compare the proposed
weakly-supervised approach with the fully-supervised methods. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the state-of-the-art performance of our method.
In future work, we will propose a corresponding weakly-supervised benchmark
to facilitate this task.
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